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GRITIM-UPF Newsletter aims to disseminate information on GRITIM-UPF Publications, Projects, News and Activities, which mainly deal with Immigration issues that contribute to the European approach in the fields of Borders, Diversity and methodological tools. For further information: www.upf.edu/gritim
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1. GRITIM-UPF News

- Siresa López Berengueres joins GRITIM-UPF as a PhD candidate
- GRITIM-UPF welcomes Mariana Minaya as visiting researcher
- New international Project: DiasporaLink: Transnational Diaspora Entrepreneurship as a Development Link between Home and Residence Countries

2. GRITIM-UPF Publications

Academic publications:

- Triviño Salazar, JC. (2014). Immigrant organizations and the politicization of cultural diversity in the city. Analytic and Synthetic Notes; 2014/03; Best Participants’ Essays; Summer School 2013. Migration Policy Centre.

Media Articles:

3. GRITIM-UPF Working Paper Series

Next number will be published soon. The purpose of the GRITIM-UPF Working Paper Series is to disseminate academic research work-in-progress that contributes to the European approach on immigration and diversity. It is peer reviewed and published quarterly. Submit your proposal to be published and check and download the articles already published!

4. GRITIM-UPF Activities

This academic year the GRITIM-UPF Seminars Series will be focused on Methodology in Immigration Studies. All these seminars are framed in the Master in Immigration Management and are open to anyone interested in attending. Check GRITIM website for details. Download here the detailed information. Lectures:


5. Suggested call for papers/applications

- 20, October, 2014: The BIGSSS-HWK Visiting Fellowship: an international researcher mobility program: www.bigsss-bremen.de/bigsss-hwk

6. Suggested incoming events and conferences

- 3-7, November; Milan: 2014 International Metropolis Conference. Migration. Energy for the planet, feeding cultures

7. Suggested readings


8. Other news

• Special Issue of *Ethnic and Racial Studies*: Multiculturalism, Social Cohesion and Immigration: Shifting Conceptions in the UK. Vol. 37(8).